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[19:31] Simplice Adjisse: Dear Prof Santos welcome                         

[19:31] Simplice Adjisse: The ASE community presents all our condolences to 

the UK people for the terrorist attack at the Pop Star Ariana Grande's concert on 

Tuesday 23rd May 2017 resulting in 22 deaths toll and 59 injured.  May the 

masterminds of this horrible act be found and punished                           

[19:32] Chinassa Ikelu: �                         

[19:32] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Hello! Thank you very much for the invitation and 

thanks for your solidarity.                         

[19:32] Gnanvi Wilfried: Hello Professor Santos Silva. The whole 

Communications department of  the Ase welcomes you warmly on this forum. 

We hope that these exchanges with you will be interesting. Then, beyond this day, 

collaboration with our universities will go further. I am Wilfried. 

Communications Manager.                         

[19:32] Robinson: Welcome Prof Santos                         

[19:33] Lewis Atta: Welcome Dear Professor, we are happy to have you here                         

[19:33] Chinassa Ikelu: Welcome Professor Santos                         

[19:33] Donan Hounkpatin: Welcome Prof Santos                         

[19:33] Patrick Ayedegue: Welcome Professor SANTOS 

 [19:33] Anderson: Hello Mr Santos                         

[19:33] Anderson: Welcome                         

[19:33] Anderson: Anderson DJAHO from Benin                         

[19:34] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Thank you all; it is a pleasure to talk to you. Please  

just call me  Joao.                         

[19:34] Kovo Lazare : Warm welcome to you Prof Santos                         

[19:34] Immacule Affognon: Welcome Professor Santos it is great to having you 

with us                         

[19:34] Donan Hounkpatin: Donan  



 

I am working on  the  trade tendency in Gulf of Guinea and  have applied the 

Gravity model to it. In  order to estimate the model I run  a PPML on my panel 

data. 

1- To check for endogeneity, could tariff be used as  an  instrumental variable? 

2- Could you recommend a paper which can help to link slave trade to bilateral 

trade? 

3- To check for future prospects of trade, what stata command can I use?                         

[19:35] Adjahossi Idelphonse: Welcome prof Santos                         

[19:35] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Dear Donnan, I am delighted that you are using 

ppml ;-)                         

[19:36] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Let me see if I can help with some of that.                         

[19:36] Simplice Adjisse: My first question is :  Can you quickly tell us how 

relevant are your findings in the paper THE LOG OF GRAVITY  for us as 

researchers please  ?                         

[19:37] Patrick Ayedegue: welcome Professor SANTOS 

I've read your article title THE LOG OF GRAVITY and I would like to know 

personally  what bring you to such kind of topic, to bare the log-linearization of 

the OLS, despite the fact that many people use it in the world ?                         

[19:37] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Donan, what is the source of the endogeneity that 

worries you?                         

[19:37] Adjahossi Idelphonse: My first question is: why the coefficient on GDP 

as generally estimated close to 1?                         

[19:38] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: I am being overwhelmed with all the questions. 

Give me some time to reply, please (I am a slow typer!)...                         

[19:39] Newton: Welcome Sir!                         

[19:39] Adjahossi Idelphonse: In traditional gravity equation                         

[19:39] Gnanvi Wilfried: L                         

[19:39] Zozoungbo Christelle: Welcome professor 

I know that the problem of heteroskedasticity in the regression model  can be 

rectify, for example one can rebuild the model with new predictors, something 

like variable transformation such as cox-Box transformation or also add the 



resisuals of the original model as a predictor and rebuild the regression model. 

My question is if one use this kind of methods to somehow solve the problem of 

heteroskedasticity, the estimates that we will have will still be biased because of 

the jensen's equality ? 

Krystelle                         

[19:40] Donan Hounkpatin: I wanted  to  be  sure  that  I can  use  "tariff " to  

check  for endogeneity.. My  goal  is  to  include an  IV in  the model                         

[19:40] Gnanvi Wilfried: Let the Professor answer please                         

[19:40] Gnanvi Wilfried: And then you will ask further questions                         

[19:41] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: I may have lost a few of your questions... let me 

try to catch up.                         

[19:41] Adjahossi Idelphonse: Second question:in log gravity,why the E(lny) # 

ln E(y)?                         

[19:44] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Simplice and Patric: 

The Log of Gravity is important because it shows that the way gravity equations 

were estimated in the previous 50 years or so was inappropriate. 

Although a lot of people still insist in using OLS, PPML is becomming more 

popular and in many cases it makes a big difference.                         

[19:47] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: This is very closely related to the second question 

by Idelphonse: That is because the so-called Jensen's inequality: the expectation 

of a non-linear function is not the function of the expectation. That is why taking 

logs creates problems.                         

[19:48] Lewis Atta: Please professor, popularity may be quite good, but can we 

please have an idea of some differences !                         

[19:48] Lewis Atta: Please professor, popularity may be quite good, but can we 

please have an idea of some differences !                         

[19:50] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Lewis, essentially if you use OLS you will get 

inconsistent estimates of the elasticities and you cannot really trust your results. 

For example, using OLS people find that distance is becoming more important, 

which is puzzling; with PPML the puzzle disappears.                         

[19:51] Lewis Atta: Thanks                         



[19:51] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Idelphonse, there are theoretical reasons for that, 

but it turns out that with PPML the estimates tend to be smaller than 1, so maybe 

the theory needs to be revised.                         

[19:52] Lewis Atta: Then we have more accuracy on the results. Thanks professor                         

[19:52] Adjahossi Idelphonse: Professor,please,I would like to know,what that 

is it mean PML estimator in log of gravity ?                         

[19:52] Donan Hounkpatin: I wanted  to  be  sure  that  I can  use  "tariff " to  

check  for endogeneity.. Although  I have  control  for some variables,  My  goal  

is  to  include an  IV in  the model                         

[19:54] Newton: I want to set a simple OLS regression to estimate the impact of 

student test score using the score of the baseline to that of the endline. It's a DID 

study that uses a sharp RDD design. But I am trying to control for some fixed 

effects like community.... 

But couple of my variables are dummies. For example, sex, teacher's lesson plan, 

Teacher's teaching experience. So I am struck especially for the fact that it appears 

like doing multiple regression since some of my variables are continuous 

variables, example age of the child in the program. So I am concern how am I 

going to estimate the impact using more than one regression? 

Let me just give you an example of what I am talking about. I have about 18 

variables for 15 communities with 375 observations (study participants) . and 

some of my variables are dummy variables, like sex of the child 1=male 2=female,  

whether the child had been to school before, 1=yes, 0=No and things like 

1=teacher training 0=no teacher training, 1=good building of class 0= damaged 

building of class...and some other variables that are dummies ...is there another 

model besides OLS or multiple regression that can help me estimate the true 

impact of the program intervention in this scenario? I can't use PSM because it 

can't account for unobservables. Please I need your advice. Newton                         

[19:55] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Krystelle, I am afraid these tricks do not work in 

this context. The Box-Cox transformation would have exactly the same problem 

as taking logs. I guess the general message of the paper is that we should avoid 

transforming the dependent variable.                         

[19:57] Appolinaire Appalo: Thank you Prof Joao, for joining this session. I am 

APPALO.                         

[19:58] Zozoungbo Christelle: Alright, but what about adding the residuals of 

the original model as variable?                         



[19:58] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Idelphonse, PML stands for pseudo maximum 

likelihood. That is what we do when we estimate by maximum likelihood but do 

not assume the likelihood is correctly specified. In some notable cases, the 

estimators have good properties despite the misspecification of the likelihood: the 

Poisson is a leading example of that.                         

[19:59] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Krystelle, that would not work for sure.                         

[19:59] Adjahossi Idelphonse: Thank you so much professor                         

[19:59] Zozoungbo Christelle: Okay,thank you Professor                         

[19:59] Fabius Dalmeda : - Which one of the economic's model is implemented 

in your country in the reality?/your appreciation  

- What are you doing apart from teaching, to help economic policies to be 

sustainable in your country?research/publications... 

[20:00] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Donan, sorry for the delay.                         

[20:02] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Donan, there are some important studies about 

endogeneity in gravity equations, notably about the endogeneity of Free trade 

Agreements. 

That than be a serious issue and I understand that you may be interested in a 

similar problem. The problem is always to find a credible instrument and there I 

cannot really help.                         

[20:05] Donan Hounkpatin: Don't worry Prof.                         

[20:06] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Fabius, besides a little teaching, I am now the Head 

of the School of Economics at Surrey, so I do a lot of administration. At the 

moment we are trying to hire new academics, which is difficult but very exciting. 

I also do consultancy for a private firm based in London. Of course, my main goal 

is to do research, but now I have little time for that (although I am excited about 

a paper I am starting).                         

[20:07] Newton: Please this Sir��                         

[20:07] Anderson: Please professor, what are the characteristics a topic should 

have to be considered as a good topic according to you ??                         

[20:07] Anderson: Anderson DJAHO                         

[20:07] Donan Hounkpatin: Thanks Prof                         

[20:08] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Dear Newton, I am not an expert on that and 

therefore I feel I am not qualified to give you advice. Let me think a bit about it.                         



[20:08] Donan Hounkpatin: Could you recommend a paper which can  help to 

link slave trade to bilateral trade?                         

[20:09] Patrick Ayedegue: Patric AYEDEGUE  

Professor, in your paper you argue that the gravity equation, and more generally, 

constant-elasticity models, should be estimated in their multiplicative form and  

you propose a simple  Pseudo Maximum-Likelihood (PML) Estimation 

technique. 

Why do you prefer the Pseudo Maximum-Likelihood (PML) instead of the 

Maximum likelihood technique itself ??? Since the MLE should be better the 

PML.                         

[20:10] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Anderson, personally, I like simple but cute ideas. 

If on top of that the idea has a real impact either on the profession or on the "real 

world", that is even better ;-)                         

[20:10] Newton: OK Sir. Thanks.                         

[20:10] Fabius Dalmeda : Thanks.                         

[20:11] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Donan, I am not aware of any papers on that, but 

it sounds like a neat idea :-) You should explore that...                         

[20:13] Donan Hounkpatin: OK Sir.  But up to now  I have  not find any on it 

yet.                         

[20:13] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Patric, that is related to the question above. We can 

only do Maximum Likelihood when we know the distribution of the data; in 

practice we never know that, and so what we need is a method that produces 

reliable results under very mild assumptions. That is what PPML offers.                         

[20:14] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Donan, you should write such paper: any good 

paper should be original and it looks as if you have an original idea there.                         

[20:15] Donan Hounkpatin: My last question: please,  in other  to  check  for  

future prospects of trade,  what stata command can I use?                         

[20:15] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Donan, I was going to reply to that one just now. I 

am not sure if I understand the question; can you please rephrase it?                         

[20:16] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: What exactly do you want to do?                         

[20:16] Donan Hounkpatin: Thanks  Sir for the advices. I will keep working on 

it                         



[20:16] Simplice Adjisse: Dear Joao,  in the literature,  some authors sum up 

Imports and Exports that they call total trade and apply gravity model to.  My 

question is : Does applying the gravity model to the total trade mean any sense  ?                         

[20:18] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Simplice, that is generally considered a big mistake 

because imports and exports are very different (and do not have to be 

symmetrical).                         

[20:19] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Newton, maybe you can email me later about your 

problem and I try to reply by email?                         

[20:19] Donan Hounkpatin: To  predict  trade among countries in  the  next  five 

years for example. For that,  I was  asking  which   stata command to  use in other 

to run  the regression                         

[20:21] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: OK, Donan, I understand now :-) 

You need to estimate a gravity equation using ppml, and then obtain the fitted 

values for the future using "predict". The problem is that you need to predict the 

value of the regressors for the future (GDP and so on). Does it make sense?                         

[20:23] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Did I manage to catch up?                         

[20:24] Donan Hounkpatin: Yes Sir,  It  does.  Thanks  a lot .you have answered 

to my questions                         

[20:25] Newton: OK. I will get your email from our Admin Simplice. I will surely 

write you shortly. Many thanks Sir.                         

[20:25] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Donan, that is a tricky exercise... is is always 

difficult to predict, especially the future!                         

[20:26] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Newton, the email is jmcss@surrey.ac.uk                         

[20:27] Newton: Thanks Sir!                         

[20:27] Donan Hounkpatin: Can that lead to have bias in the regression? I 

consider import plus export as total trade in my work                         

[20:31] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Donan, yes, it can lead to biases. There is a famous 

paper by Baldwin on that; I think it is this one: http://bit.ly/2rVoeig                         

[20:33] Simplice Adjisse: Dear Santos,  in the process of PhD application,  that 

weight  the most according to you  ?                         

[20:36] Donan Hounkpatin: OK  Sir.  Thanks                         

[20:37] Romaric Ekpinda ASE: Romaric EKPINDA from ASE: I've read with 

a great interest your article about log gravity model. Here is my question: can you 



please explain in more details how the pattern of heteroskedaticity can affect the 

consistency of an estimator rather than its efficiency?                         

[20:37] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Simplice, that depends a lot on the nature of the 

program  

In traditional program that are 100% research based, I guess that the quality of the 

research proposal is very important. 

In Surrey, as in most US universities, students do 2 years of courses before start 

writing the dissertation. In this case the research proposal is much less important 

we tend to value more the students' "ability" as measured, for example, by the 

GRE results. 

One thing to keep in mind is that you may change your mind doing the PhD 

program because you are learning so much during that time.                         

[20:43] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Romaric, the heteroskedasticity affects the 

consistency when you transform the dependent variable. Think about a log-normal 

distribution: we know that the mean of the log normal depends both on the mean 

and variance of the normal. What this tells us is that when we transform a variable 

(by using logs or exponentials) we mix up different moments and if there is 

heteroskedasticity that complicates things because the regressors affect both the 

mean and the variance.                         

[20:43] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Can I ask you all a question?                         

[20:44] Romaric Ekpinda ASE: Yes sir, you can: Romaric EKPINDA                         

[20:44] Appolinaire Appalo: My question is mainly about the criteria to be 

admitted In Surrey for PHD.                         

[20:45] Fabius Dalmeda : Sure sir!                         

[20:46] Chinassa Ikelu: Sure Joao                         

[20:46] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: So, my question is whether you are all from Benin, 

of if you are form different countries?                         

[20:47] Newton: Many thanks for your responses and time Sir. Rest of my 

inquiries will be via email. Thanks a million. Newton                         

[20:47] Romaric Ekpinda ASE: Romaric EKPINDA from Benin                         

[20:47] Fabius Dalmeda : From 19 countries at least I guess                         

[20:47] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Appalo, in Surrey the admissions are based 

essentially on the GRE result and on a Skype interview.                         



[20:48] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Great, to know that you have such an international 

environment :-)                         

[20:48] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Very impressive!                         

[20:48] Simplice Adjisse: There many other nationalities here dear Joao : 

Cameroon,  Togo,  Benin,  Tanzania,  Congo,  Liberia,  Burkina Faso, etc...                         

[20:49] Fabius Dalmeda : I am talking about ASE's students in general                         

[20:49] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Education and research work better on an 

international environment!                         

[20:50] Appolinaire Appalo: Ok thank you Prof Joao. About ASE we are 16 

Nationalities from Africa.                         

[20:53] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: I do not know whether you have more questions 

for me, but if you do maybe we can have a short break?                         

[20:53] Patrick Ayedegue: Patric 

By the way Sir, 

What do we need to be a great researcher like you and of course being involved 

in the international projects ???                         

[20:54] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Patric, first of all, let me clarify that I am not such 

great researcher.                         

[20:55] Fabius Dalmeda : We're thanking our founder who is giving us that 

opportunity                         

[20:56] Alex Dobyan: Hi Joao. I work at ASE, and one of my "jobs" is to help 

our students apply for PhDs abroad. Our top students have gotten into some 

fantastic programs in the US, but I think a lot about the "middle of the pack" 

students. We really give our students a tough quantitative training and they are 

well grounded in research design, but other factors like GRE scores or English 

ability keep these students from being competitive for top programs in the US. 

But I think these students could thrive in a smaller program that really fit their 

interests, and I get the sense that prestige doesn't matter so much as being able to 

open more doors with a PhD from a uni in Europe or N. America. So what advice 

do you have for these students, and for us at ASE who are working to support 

them?                         

[20:57] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Anyway, you need several things but not all of 

them. It helps to be creative; to be able to find new solutions for difficult problems. 

It helps to be critical, to question what other people do and why they do it. It helps 



to be resilient; research implies a lot of suffering and we need to be prepared for 

that. Having good training and the right technical skills cannot hurt either. Finally, 

we need a lot of luck!                         

[21:00] Patrick Ayedegue: Thanks a lot Sir! �                         

[21:00] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Alex, at Surrey we do not look so much at the GRE 

score in English and I guess other universities do the same. There are now plenty 

of good universities in Europe that may be less demanding than top US schools; 

I would say that they offer a good alternative. You need to be careful because 

there are a lot of universities that are not so good and going to one of those may 

turn out to be a big waste of time and money.                         

[21:01] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Alex, are you familiar with the ranking of 

economic journals?                         

[21:02] Alex Dobyan: Yes, I have a good sense of which journals are considered 

the best/most prestigious. Definitely our professors advising the students do                         

[21:03] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Alex, that is a key thing: if you see a University 

where a lot of people publish in the top 20/30 journals, that is a good place to do 

a PhD. Otherwise it may be better to avoid it...                         

[21:06] Simplice Adjisse: While going through the literature,  how does a 

researcher make sure he/she has gone through every previous work so that not to 

repeat someone else work please  ?                                                 

[21:09] Alex Dobyan: Thanks, Joao! We may have the opposite problem...for 

example in the UK I could say Oxbridge/LSE are good, but I wouldn't have a good 

sense what universities 4-10 might be and which are best for what, and which 

have funding opportunities/scholarships for African students, etc. It's tough to get 

good information                         

[21:10] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Simplice, we can never be sure of that. I am guilty 

of having "reinvented the wheel" a couple of times. Nowadays Google helps a lot 

to avoid that, but we always should try to read as much as possible around the 

topic we are working on.                         

[21:11] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Alex, in the UK you can use the REF results to see 

the research rankings. Are you familiar with those? In Surrey we offer 5 

scholarships each year and there are no restrictions on the nationality.                         

[21:11] Fabius Dalmeda : There are also web site about plagiarism that shows 

cleary, whether things that you saying was already said by someone else before, 

or not.                         



[21:12] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Simplice, indeed that is the case, but often that is 

difficult to detect.                         

[21:14] Odounfa Constant: Hi dear Joao, 

Have you ever considered writing on an African economic problem or on African 

economies?                         

[21:16] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Going back to Simplice's question above: 

sometimes ignorance is good: you are faced with a problem and you do not know 

if someone found a solution for it. If you search for a solution and find one that 

someone proposed you may stop there. If before searching you try to come up 

with your own solution you may find that you come up with something that is 

better than what was propose before; that has worked for me ;-)                         

[21:18] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Constant, indeed I have but it did not really work 

out. I'll explain.                         

[21:19] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: I am essentially an econometrician, so I am 

interested in methods. A few years ago I saw a paper about the hidden economic 

growth of African countries and I though I could improve on the methods they 

used. Unfortunately I couldn't :-(                         

[21:20] Odounfa Constant: Also, I know a couple of African researchers that 

tried to develop macroeconomic models adapted to the particular contexts of 

African countries. Togo and Gambia, for instance. But when asking them why 

their work couldn't be seen anywhere as a published paper, they use to say that 

most of the time, any theory that goes aside from the main and general ones, 

written mostly by Occidental people (like Solow, Barro, Ramsey etc.) are often 

rejected.                         

[21:21] Odounfa Constant: Precisely, why. 

Was it because it was too complicated to do, or it didn't fit "international research 

standards"?                         

[21:23] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Constant, there may be a little bias in the 

profession, but not that much. If something is really good it eventually gets 

published well, but not always. I started my research in an obscure Portuguese 

university and I managed to publish well. Most of my best papers where published 

when I was there.                         

[21:24] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Constant, is was simply because I could not come 

up with a better way of doing things.                         



[21:26] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Research is very competitive; there are literally 

thousands of people working in Economics and some are super-smart and super-

well-trained. So, it is difficult to beat them. What we need to do is to identify our 

comparative advantage:  what are we good at? Then we need to find a co-author 

that complements our skills. As a team, it is much easier to achieve something...                         

[21:28] Appolinaire Appalo: Nice idea. Thank you Prof.                         

[21:28] Odounfa Constant: Yes. This sounds good as an idea                         

[21:28] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Constant, going back to your question above, 

adapting a model to a different context is generally not enough to get a good 

publication; for that you need some original contribution such as a new insight or 

a new method.                         

[21:30] Odounfa Constant: True. Thank you sir.                         

[21:32] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: For example, I realized that I write reasonably well 

and form time to time have good ideas. However, I am not very technical. So, I 

often need a co-author to do the heavy maths...                         

[21:32] Odounfa Constant: Another question, what do you think about open 

research? That is, researchers who decide to publish their work on free platforms 

freely accessible for others. 

Do you think it's a good thing for a researcher to do that?                         

[21:33] Odounfa Constant: Clear. Union makes us stronger. Thank you!                         

[21:33] Fabius Dalmeda : Good advice!                        Economists’ publications 

lists: Less may be betterJudgements of the contributions of economists to the 

scientific literature, and their professional reputations, are influenced by both the 

number of times they publish and the perceived quality of the journals in which 

their publications appear. These judgements usually play an important role in 

hiring, promotion, and tenure decisions in research universities and many other 

institutions (Grimes and Register 1997, Combes et al. 2008, Conley et al. 

2011).voxeu.org 

[21:35] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Constant, I believe the world is moving in that 

direction, but we are not there yet. For now, publishing in traditional journals is 

still very important.  The profession tens to be a bit elitist about where we publish; 

see this:  

http://voxeu.org/article/economists-publications-lists-less-may-be-

better#.WR06d3YoVAo.twitter                         



[21:36] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Sorry for all the typos! I hope you will edit this...                         

[21:37] Odounfa Constant: Okay.                         

[21:38] Odounfa Constant: So, for now, publishing on free platforms isn't worth 

it?                         

[21:38] Odounfa Constant: At least, in terms of academic value.                         

[21:41] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: I am not saying that it isn't worth it. It may be very 

valuable in some cases. The problem is mainly that you would not get all the 

benefits from publishing in a well-established journal.                         

[21:42] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: I mean, you will not get the same number of 

readers, the same attention, and the prestige that you get when you publish in a 

more traditional outlet.                         

[21:43] Odounfa Constant: Okay. Thank you sir!                         

[21:44] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Have you heard of predatory journals?                         

[21:44] Odounfa Constant: � 

No                         

[21:46] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: There are now dozens of "fake" scientific journals 

that publish anything as long as you pay a publication fee. People sometimes think 

that they are publishing in reputable journals and they are not; it is a rip-off! You 

need to be very careful with that...                        Predatory open access publishing 

- Wikipediaen.wikipedia.org 

[21:47]Santos Silva, J.M.C.: See 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Predatory_open_access_publishing                         

[21:47]Odounfa Constant: Wow RePEc plagiarism 

offendersplagiarism.repec.org 

[21:49] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: There is a lot of fraud in research. Simplice 

mentioned plagiarism before, but there are other forms. See  

https://plagiarism.repec.org/offenders.html                         

[21:49] Anderson: Waoooh 

Thanks sir                         

[21:52] Simplice Adjisse: Really!!!!                         

[21:51] Odounfa Constant: Thank you sir for warning us.                         



[21:52] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Dear All, 

It is getting a bit late (for my age!), and I still have some other work to do today, 

so maybe we can wrap it up? But before I go, I would like to tell you a brief story 

about the Log of Gravity. Is that OK?                         

[21:53] Odounfa Constant: All of us here have then, to be very watchful on 

which journal we publish in.                         

[21:53] Odounfa Constant: Thanks sir.                         

[21:53] Odounfa Constant: Yes!                         

[21:53] Adjahossi Idelphonse: Professor,please about the log of gravity at page 

13 you said V(y/X)*E(y/X)is tested in equation 10                         

[21:53] Anderson: Yes of course                         

[21:53] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Indeed, Constant, always look at the ranking of the 

journals...                         

[21:54] Fabius Dalmeda : Yeah..                         

[21:56] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Idelphonse, what is your question?                         

[21:58] Simplice Adjisse: As a whole Journal may happen to be fake,  are you 

sure the ranking may not sometimes be fake too Prof Joao � ?                         

[21:58] Adjahossi Idelphonse: The conclusion is the error term is unlikely to be 

homoskedastuc,then I would like to know if is not homosketastic which 

conclusion you will say                         

[21:59] Adjahossi Idelphonse: Or you will draw in this context,professor                         

[22:02] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Idelphonse, in trade the data is always 

heteroskedastic, very heteroskedastic!                         

[22:02] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: That is a good question Simplice :-)                         

[22:02] Adjahossi Idelphonse: Okay                         

[22:03] Odounfa Constant: �� 

Yeah. Worth wondering�                         

[22:04] Adjahossi Idelphonse: Sir, what that is it mean PPML estimator?                         

[22:04] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: We have to start somewhere... There are reputable 

rankings, namely one published in the Canadian Journal of Economics.                         

[22:05] Alex Dobyan: Obrigado! �                         



[22:05] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Idelphose, do you mean the meaning of the letters 

PPML or what is the mean estimated by PPML?                         

[22:05] Simplice Adjisse: PPML = poisson pseudo maximum likelihood                         

[22:05] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Welcome, Alex ;-)                         

[22:06] Adjahossi Idelphonse: The both                         

[22:06] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: OK, Idelphonse, Simplice responded to the first 

part.                         

[22:07] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Here is the answer to the second part:                         

[22:07] Adjahossi Idelphonse: Okay                         

[22:08] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: PPML like OLS estimates a conditional mean. 

OLS estimates a linear conditional mean, PPML estimates an exponential (or 

multiplicative) conditional mean, which is what we need for a gravity equation.                         

[22:08] Adjahossi Idelphonse: Yes                         

[22:08] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: OK, here is the little story about the Log of Gravity 

that I promised before:                         

[22:09] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: The Log of Gravity was written almost by accident 

because I the time I did not know Silvana, my co-author on that and on many other 

papers. She emailed me about a different but related issue, and we started 

exchanging emails about related topics and ended up writing the paper. At the 

time I was in Lisbon and she was in Boston, and we only met after the paper was 

accepted for publication. As I said, we need luck!                         

[22:09] Simplice Adjisse: Okay                         

[22:10] Simplice Adjisse: Amazing  !!!!                         

[22:10] Adjahossi Idelphonse: Thank you so much professor                         

[22:10] Simplice Adjisse: Dear all,  let's say bye to  Prof Joao                         

[22:11] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: That paper changed my life!                         

[22:11] Simplice Adjisse: Thank you very very very much Prof                         

[22:11] Appolinaire Appalo: Thank you Prof Joao for the dedicated time. We 

are grateful to you. Hopefully we will be happy to welcome you again on this 

forum why not one day here at ASE for a workshop. �                         

[22:11] Simplice Adjisse: For sure as we can see on the Google Scholar,  it is the 

most cited                         



[22:12] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Thank you all very much; it was a great pleasure 

for me and I'll be happy to do this again in the future if you think it is helpful.                         

[22:12] Adjahossi Idelphonse: ��� again,thank you very much,professor and 

I hope to see you                         

[22:13] Alex Dobyan: Joao, this was a delightful chat. Come back sometime soon 

(but not too soon, so we have some time to think about more questions!)                         

[22:13] Simplice Adjisse: One quick question : about how many years does it 

take for you to write that paper from the beginning to the publication  ?                         

[22:14] Simplice Adjisse: Thanks so much!  

As for me it is more than helpful!                         

[22:14] Odounfa Constant: Super great!!                         

[22:14] Victor Communication: Thank you dear Joao, even if i haven't introduced 

myself at the beginning, to let you talk and gain time. Wonderful interaction.  

Victor-Emmanuel Ekwa-Bebe III  

ASE Communication Manager                         

[22:14] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Oh, I guess 4 to 5 years... I have one paper that 

took 10 years. So, you need a long life to be a researcher...                         

[22:15] Simplice Adjisse: Ooooh my God �������                         

[22:15] Odounfa Constant: Thank you a bunch sir Joao!                         

[22:15] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: My pleasure, Victor-Emmanuel.                         

[22:16] Dean Father Claude: Dear Joao, what a wonderful session with our 

students! 

 I would like to thank you for the generous time you have spent with us during 

this special session. It was insightful and very beneficial to our students.  Please 

receive our heartfelt gratitude, and we are looking forward staying in touch for 

further collaboration with ASE. 

Warmest regards,  

Fr Claude, the Dean.                         

[22:17] Odounfa Constant: This was an insightful and very useful chat. I am 

looking forward to the next discussion with you to get even more inspiration.                         

[22:17] Odounfa Constant: Thank you sir!                         



[22:18] Odounfa Constant: ��� Huh?? 

Hum.. long life to the researchers! then..�                         

[22:18] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Claude, the pleasure was all mine. This is the nicest 

aspect of the job :-)                         

[22:19] Simplice Adjisse: Indeed ���                         

[22:20] Victor Communication: I use to call them finders, not researchers, he he                         

[22:20] Fabius Dalmeda : ����                         

[22:22] Simplice Adjisse: I'll be very happy to see the both schools cooperating                         

[22:21] Odounfa Constant: Finders...                         

[22:21] Santos Silva, J.M.C.: Dear All,  

I am signing off now. I wish all the best to all of you and look forward to do it 

again sometime in the future. Thank you very much for this wonderful opportunity 

and again apologies for the typos (especially in the names!). Stay in touch!                         

[22:22] Victor Communication: Yes. Cuz you are doing good job, by searching 

but above all, by finding good things for humanity.                         

[22:22] Odounfa Constant: ���                         

[22:23] Odounfa Constant: Goodbye sir! 

And all the best to you and the Surrey univ                         

[22:23] Simplice Adjisse: Bye bye Prof Joao                                                 

[22:30] Simplice Adjisse: Dear all, Thank you very much.  It has been a 

wonderful chats session as usual.  Best                         

 

End ! 

Reporter: Simplice S. ADJISSE. 

 


